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Comrades, before starting this talk, a couple of words in or-
der to get to know each other better. In conferences a bar-
rier is nearly always created between whoever is talking and
those who are listening. So, in order to overcome this obstacle
we must try to come to some agreement because we are here
to do something together, not simply to talk on the one hand
and listen on the other. And this common interest needs to
be clearer than ever given the questions about to be discussed
this evening. Often the complexity of the analyses and the dif-
ficulty of the problems that are being tackled separate the per-
son who is talking from those who are listening, pushing many
comrades into a passive dimension. The same thing happens
when we read a difficult book which only interests us up to a
point, a bookwith a title such as Anarchism and Post-industrial
Society, for example. I must confess that if I were to see such
a book in a shop window, I’m not sure I’d buy it.

That is why we need to come to some agreement. I think
that behind the facade of the problem under discussion, un-
doubtedly a complex one, the fact that we are anarchists and



revolutionary comrades means we should be able to find some
common ground. This should permit us to acquire certain ana-
lytical instruments with which to better understand reality, so
be able to act upon it more effectively than before. As a revolu-
tionary anarchist I refuse to inhabit two separate worlds: one
of theory and another of practice. As an anarchist revolution-
ary, my theory is my practice, and my practice my theory.

Such an introduction might not go down well, and it will
certainly not please those who support the old theories. But
the world has changed. We are faced with a new human condi-
tion today, a new and painful reality. This can leave no room
for intellectual closure or analytical aristocracies. Action is no
longer something that is separate from theory, and this will
continue to be the case. That is why it is important to talk
about the transformation of capitalism yet again. Because the
situation we see before us has already undergone rapid restruc-
turing.

When we find ourselves in a situation like this, we tend to
let ourselves be seduced by words. And we all know anar-
chists’ vocation for words. Of course we are for action too.
But tonight it is a question of words alone, so we run the risk of
getting drunk on them. Revolution, insurrection, destruction,
are all words. Sabotage — there, another word. Over the past
few days spent here among you I have heard various questions
asked. Sometimes they were asked in bad faith, as far as I could
tell. But translation from one language to another comes into
it, and I don’t want to be malevolent. I just want to say that it
is important not to deceive oneself that my analysis provides
the solution to the social problem. I do not believe any of the
comrades I have spoken to over the past few days have the so-
lution either. Nor does the anarcho-syndicalist comrade with
his analyses based on the centrality of the working class, or the
other comrades who as far as I can understand do not seem to
agree with him and are proposing an intervention of an insur-
rectionalist nature. No, none of these hypotheses can claim to
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possess the truth. If anarchism teaches anything it teaches us
to be wary of anyone who claims to hold the truth. Anyone
who does so, even if they call themselves an anarchist, is al-
ways a priest as far as I am concerned. Any discourse must
simply aim to formulate a critique of the existent, and if we
sometimes get carried away with words, it is the desire to act
that gets the better of us. Let us stop here and start thinking
again. The destruction of the existent that oppresses us will
be a long road. Our analyses are no more than a small contri-
bution so that we can continue our destructive revolutionary
activity together in ways that make any small talk simply a
waste of time.

So, what can we do? Anarchists have been asking them-
selves this for a long time: how can we come into contact with
the masses? to use a term which often comes up in this kind
of discussion, and which I have also heard on various occa-
sions over the past few days. Now, this problem has been faced
in two different ways. In the past, throughout the history of
anarchism, it has been faced by using the concept of propa-
ganda, that is, by explaining who we are to the masses. This,
as we can easily see, is the method used by political parties
the world over. Such a method, the use of traditional anarchist
propaganda, is in difficulty today in my opinion, just as the
spreading of any other ideology is. It is not so much that peo-
ple don’t want to have anything to do with ideology any longer
as that capitalist restructuring is making it pointless. And I
must say here publicly that anarchists are having difficulty in
understanding this new reality, and that it is the subject of an
ongoing debate within the international anarchist movement.
The end of ideology is leading to a situation where traditional
anarchist propaganda is becoming pointless. As the effective-
ness (or illusion, we do not know which) of propaganda dis-
appears, the road of direct contact with people is opening up.
This is a road of concrete struggles, struggles we have already
mentioned, everyday questions, but of course one can’t exceed
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one’s limitations. Anarchists are a very small minority. It is
not bymaking a lot of noise, or by using advertising techniques
that they will be able to make themselves heard by the people.
So it is not a question of choosing the most suitable means
of communication — because this would take us back to the
problem of propaganda, and therefore ideology, again — but
rather of choosing the most suitable means of struggle. Many
anarchists believe this to be direct attack, obviously within the
limits of their possibilities, without imagining themselves to be
anyone’s fly coachman.

I ask you to reflect for a moment on the state of Capitalism
at the beginning of the Eighties. Capitalism was in difficulty.
It was facing increased labour expenditure, a restructuring of
fixed plants at astronomically high costs, a rigid market, and
the possibility of social struggles developing in response to this.
And then, think about the conditions six or seven years later.
How quickly Capitalism changed. It overcame all its difficul-
ties in away that could never have been predicted, achieving an
unprecedented programme of economic and imperialist man-
agement of the world. Perhaps it does not seem so at the mo-
ment, but this programme aimed at closing the circle of power
is well underway. What has happened? How was a situation
so wrought with difficulties able to pick up so quickly and rad-
ically?

We all know what happened, it is not the technical side of
it that surprises us. Basically, a new technology has been in-
serted into the productive process. Labour costs have been re-
duced, productive programmes replaced, new forces used in
production: we know all this. That is not the aspect of capital-
ist restructuring that surprises us. No, what astounds us is the
latter’s ingenious use of the working class. Because this has
always formed the main difficulty for capitalism. Capitalist ge-
niality has succeeded in attacking and dismantling theworking
class, spreading them all over the country, impoverishing, de-
moralising and nullifying them. Of course it was afraid to do
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the heart, it is also a choice of reason, a result of analytical re-
flection. What we know about global capitalist restructuring
today tells us that there is no other way open to anarchists but
that of immediate, destructive intervention. That is whywe are
insurrectionalists and are against all ideology and chatter. That
is why we are against any ideology of anarchism, and all chat-
ter about anarchism. The time for pub talk is over. The enemy
is right outside this great hall, visible for all to see. It is simply a
question of deciding to attack it. I am certain that insurrection-
alist anarchist comrades will know how to choose the timing
and the means for doing so, because with the destruction of
this enemy, comrades, it is possible to realise anarchy.
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most important of these was the struggle against the missile
base in Comiso. In this context we realised ‘base nuclei’. For
three years we struggled alongside the local people. This was
a mass struggle, which for various reasons did not succeed in
preventing the construction of the base. But that is not the
only kind of struggle we consider, it is just one of the possible
ones we participate in as insurrectionalist anarchists, one of
the many intermediary struggles possible.

In another direction, in the years that followed, over four
hundred attacks took place against structures connected to
the electric power supply in Italy. Sabotage against coal-fired
electric power stations, the destruction of highvoltage pylons,
some of them huge ones that supplied a whole region. Some
of these struggles transformed themselves into mass strug-
gles; there was mass intervention in some of the projects of
sabotage, in others there was not. On a dark night in the
countryside, anonymous comrades would blow up a pylon.
These attacks were spread over the whole country, and in
my opinion possessed two essential characteristics: they
constituted an easily realisable attack against Capital, in that
they did not use highly destructive technology and, secondly,
they are easily copied. Anyone can take a walk in the night.
And then, it is also healthy. So anarchists have not passively
waited for the masses to awaken, they have considered doing
something themselves. In addition to the four hundred attacks
we know about, one could guess that at least another four
hundred could have taken place as the State conceals these
actions because it is afraid of them. It would be impossible
to control a capillary-style spreading of sabotage all over the
country. No army in the world is capable of controlling such
activity. As far as I know, not one comrade has been arrested
in connection with the known four hundred attacks.

I would like to wind up here because I think I have been talk-
ing long enough. Our insurrectionalist choice is anarchist. As
well as being let us say a characterological choice, a choice of
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this at first. Capital was always afraid to venture along that
road, because reductions in the price of labour have always
marked the outbreak of social struggles. But, as its academic
representatives had been insisting for some time, the danger
no longer exists, or at least it is disappearing. It is now even
possible to lay people off, so long as you do it by changing pro-
duction sectors, so long as others are being prepared to develop
an open mentality and are beginning to discuss things. And all
the social forces: parties, unions, social workers, the forces of
repression, all levels of school, culture, the world of the spec-
tacle, the media, have been rallied to tackle Capitalism’s new
task. This constitutes a worldwide crusade such as has never
been seen before, aimed at modelling the new man, the new
worker.

What is the main characteristic of this new man? He is not
violent, because he is democratic. He discusses things with oth-
ers, is open to other people’s opinions, seeks to associate with
others, joins unions, goes on strike (symbolic ones, of course).
But what has happened to him? He has lost his identity. He
does not know who he really is any longer. He has lost his
identity as one of the exploited. Not because exploitation has
disappeared, but because he has been presented with a new
image of things in which he is made to feel he is a participant.
Moreover, he feels a sense of responsibility. And in the name of
this social solidarity he is ready to make new sacrifices: adapt,
change his job, lose his skills, disqualify himself as a man and
a worker. And that is what Capitalism has systematically been
asking of him over the past ten years, because with the new
capitalist restructuring there is no need for qualifications, but
simply for a mere aptitude for work, flexibility and speed. The
eye must be faster than the mind, decisions limited and rapid:
restricted choices, few buttons to be pressed, maximum speed
in execution. Think of the importance that video games have
in this project, to give but one example. So we see that worker
centrality has disappeared miserably. Capital is capable of sep-
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arating the included from the excluded, that is, of distinguish-
ing those who are involved in power from those who will be
excluded forever. By ‘power’ we mean not only State manage-
ment, but also the possibility of gaining access to better living
conditions.

But what supports this divide? What guarantees the separa-
tion? This lies in the different ways that needs are perceived.
Because, if you think about it for a moment, under the old-style
form of exploitation, exploited and exploiter both desired the
same thing. Only the one had, and the other did not. If the con-
struction of this divide were to be fully realised, there will be
two different kinds of desire, a desire for completely different
things. The excluded will only desire what they know, what is
comprehensible to them and not what belongs to the included
whose desires and needs they will no longer be able to compre-
hend because the cultural equipment necessary to do so will
have been taken from them for ever.

This is what Capitalism is building: an automaton in flesh
and bone, constructed in the laboratories of power. Today’s
world, based on information technology, knows perfectly well
that it will never be able to take themachine to the level of man,
because no machine will ever be able to do what a man can. So
they are lowering man to the level of the machine. They are re-
ducing his capacity to understand, gradually levelling his cul-
tural heritage to the absolute minimum, and creating uniform
desires in him.

So when did the technological process we are talking about
begin? Did it begin with cybernetics as has been suggested?
Anyone who has any experience of such things knows that if
poor Norbert Wiener has any responsibility at all, it lies in the
fact that he started to play around with electronic tortoises. In
actual fact, modern technology was born a hundred years ago
when an innocent English mathematician started toying with
arithmetic and developed binary calculus. Now, following on
from that it is possible to identify the various steps in modern
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certainly, is mass struggle. But in the face of the project of
capitalist restructuring anarchists should feel responsible and
decide to attack personally, directly, not wait for signs of mass
struggle. Because this might never happen. So this is where
the destructive act takes place. It is at this point that the circle
closes. What are we waiting for?

So, individual acts of destruction too. But here an important
objection has been raised: what does one gain by smashing
a computer? Does that perhaps solve the problem of technol-
ogy? This question, an important one, was presented to us
when we worked out the hypothesis of social sabotage. It was
said: what result is obtained by destroying a pylon? First of
all, the question of sabotage is not aimed so much at the ter-
minal points of technology as at the communications network.
So, we are back to the problem of knowledge of the way tech-
nology is distributed over the country, and, if you allow me to
digress for a moment, I want to point to a serious problem that
arises here. I allowmyself to use the term ‘serious problem’ be-
cause a comparison has beenmade betweenwhat a clandestine
armed organisation thinks they are doing by striking a specific
person, and what, instead, an anarchist insurrectionalist struc-
ture thinks it is doing by striking a technological realisation,
maintaining that, all said and done, there is not much differ-
ence. There is a difference, and it is a very important one. But
it is not a question of the difference between people and things.
It is an evenmore important difference, because the aims of the
clandestine armed organisation contain the error of centrism.
By striking the person, the organisation believes it is striking
the centre of Capital. This kind of error is impossible in an an-
archist insurrectionalist organisation, because when it strikes
a technological realisation (or someone responsible for this re-
alisation), it is fully aware that it is not striking any centre of
Capitalism.

During the first half of the Eighties, huge mass struggles
took place against nuclear power plants in Italy. One of the
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So, we need to invent new instruments. These instruments
must be capable of affecting the reality of the struggles without
the mediation of trade union or party leadership. They must
propose clear, even though limited, objectives, ones that are
specific, not universal, so in themselves are not revolutionary.
We must point to specific objectives because people need to
feed their children. We cannot expect everyone to sacrifice
themselves in the name of universal anarchism. Limited ob-
jectives, then, where our presence as anarchists has the pre-
cise task of urging people to struggle directly in their own in-
terests because it is only through direct, autonomous struggle
that these objectives can be reached. And once the aim has
been reached the nucleus withers and disappears. The com-
rades then start again, under different conditions.

What comrades are we talking about? What anarchists are
we talking about? Many of us are anarchists, but how many
of us are available for real, concrete activity? How many of
us here today stop short at the threshold of the issue and say:
we are present in the struggle, we suggest our project, then the
workers, the exploited, do what they like. Our task is done. We
have put our conscience at rest. Basically, what is the task of
the anarchist if it is not propaganda? As anarchists, we have
the solution to all social problems. So we present ourselves to
the people who suffer the consequences of the problem, sug-
gest our solution, and go home. No, this kind of anarchism is
about to disappear out for good. The last remaining mummies
belong to history. Comrades must take the responsibility for
struggles upon themselves directly and personally because the
objective against which the exploited need to struggle in cer-
tain situations, and against which they often do not, is a com-
mon one because we are exploited just as they are. We are not
privileged. We do not live in two different worlds. There is no
serious reason as to why they (the so-called masses) should at-
tack before we do. Nor do I see any reason why we should only
feel ourselves authorised to attack in their presence. The ideal,
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technology. But there is one precise moment in which a qual-
itative leap takes place: when electronics came to be used as
the basis upon which the new technology (and consequently
the technology for perfecting electronics) was built. And it is
impossible to predict how things will evolve, because no one
can foresee what the consequences of this entry into a new
technological phase will be. We must understand that it is not
possible to think in terms of cause and effect. For example, it is
naive to say that the great powers have the atomic potential to
blow up the world, even though this is so. This idea, so terrify-
ing and apocalyptic, belongs to the old concept of technology
based on the hypothesis of cause and effect: the bombs explode,
the world is destroyed. The problem we are talking about here
opens up the prospect of a far more dangerous situation be-
cause it is no longer a matter of speculation but something
that already exists and is developing further. And this develop-
ment is not based on the principle of cause and effect but on the
weaving of unpredictable relations. Just one simple technologi-
cal discovery, such as a new substance for energy conservation
for example, could lead to a series of destructive technological
relations which no one in all conscience, no scientist, would be
able to predict. It might cause a series of destructive relations
which would not only affect the new technologies, but also the
old ones, putting the whole world in chaos. This is what is dif-
ferent, and it has nothing to do with cybernetics, which is only
the distant relative of the present nightmare.

In the light of all this we have been asking ourselves for a
long time now: how can we attack the enemy if we do not
know it in depth? But, if you think about it, the answer is
not all that difficult. We very much enjoy attacking the police,
for example, but no one becomes a policeman in order to do
so. One informs oneself: how do the police operate? What
kind of truncheons do they use? We put together the small
amount of knowledge required for us to roughly understand
how the police work. In other words, if we decide to attack the
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police, we simply limit ourselves to obtaining a certain amount
of knowledge about them. In the same way, it is not necessary
to become engineers in order to attack the new technology, we
can simply acquire some basic knowledge, a few practical in-
dications that make it possible for us to attack it. And from
this consideration another, far more important one, emerges:
that the new technology is not abstract, it is something con-
crete. For instance, the international communication system is
a concrete fact. In order to build abstract images in our heads it
needs to spread itself throughout the country. This is the way
the newmaterials are being used, let us say in the construction
of cables for data transmission. And it is here that it is impor-
tant to know technology, not how it works in the productive
aspect, but how it is spread throughout the country. That is
to say, where the directing centres (which are multiple) are to
be found and where the communication channels are. These,
comrades, are not abstract ideas but physical things, objects
that occupy space and guarantee control. It is quite simple to
intervene with sabotage in this instance. What is difficult is
finding out where the cables are.

We have seen the problem of finding the documentation and
research required to attack: at some point this becomes indis-
pensable. At some point, knowledge of technology becomes
essential. In our opinion this will be the greatest problem that
revolutionaries will have to face over the next few years.

I do not know if any use will be made of the computer in the
society of the future, the self-managed society many comrades
refer to, just as it is impossible to know whether any use will
be made of a considerable number of the new technologies. In
fact, it is impossible to know anything about what will happen
in this hypothetical society of the future. The only thing I can
know, up to a point, concerns the present, and the effects of
the use of the new technologies. But we have already gone
into this, so there is no point in repeating ourselves. The task
of anarchists is to attack, but not on behalf of their own or-
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elaborated, the universities, for example, were once cloistered
places to be consulted at specific times of need, today they are
at the centre of capitalist restructuring, the centre of repressive
restructuring. So, a distribution of knowledge is possible. I
insist on saying that this is an urgent problem, because it is
possible to grasp any difference when one sees it. But when
a net separation between two different kinds of knowledge
which have no communication between them occurs — the
knowledge of the included and that of the excluded — it will
be too late. Think of the project of lowering the quality of
schooling. Think how mass schooling, once an instrument
for gaining knowledge, has been transformed over the past
twenty years into an instrument of disqualification. The
level of knowledge has been lowered, whereas a restricted
minority of privileged continue to acquire other knowledge,
in specialised masters degrees organised by Capital.

This, in my opinion, demonstrates the need and urgency for
attack yet again. Attack, yes. But not blind attack. Not des-
perate, illogical attack. Projectual, revolutionary attack, with
eyes wide open in order to understand and to act. For exam-
ple, the situations where capital exists, and is being realised
in time and space, are not all the same. There are some con-
texts in which insurrection is more advanced than others, yet
there is still a great possibility for mass struggles to take place
internationally. It is still possible to intervene in intermediate
struggles, that is, in struggles that are circumscribed, even lo-
cally, with precise objectives that are born from some specific
problem. These should not be considered to be of secondary
importance. Such kinds of struggle also disturb Capitalism’s
universal project, and our intervention in them could be con-
sidered an element of resistance, putting a brake on the frag-
mentation of the class structure. I know that many comrades
here this evening have experienced such things, and have par-
ticipated directly in specific struggles.
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tion and use them in the future society in a way that was more
just and free. Now it would be impossible to make a fairer and
more free use of these new technologies, because they do not
stand passively before us like the old technologies of yesterday,
but are dynamic. They move, penetrate deep inside us, have al-
ready penetrated us. If we do not hurry to attack, we will no
longer be able to understand what we need in order to do so,
and rather than us taking the technologies over, it will be the
technologies that take us over. It will not be a case of social
revolution but of the technological revolution of capital. This is
why a revolutionary use of these new technologies is impossi-
ble. The misconception is similar to the old one concerning the
possible revolutionary use of war, which many well-known an-
archists fell prey to when the first world war broke out. A rev-
olutionary use of war is impossible, because war is always an
instrument of death. A revolutionary use of the new technolo-
gies is impossible, because the new technologies will always
be instruments of death. So all that is left to do is to destroy
them — to attack, now, not in the future, not when the project
has been completed, not when those who are deceiving them-
selves stop doing so, but sabotage now, attack now. This is the
conclusion we have reached. It is at the moment of the destruc-
tive attack that one clarifies what we said to begin with. It is
at this point that theory conjoins with practice, and the anal-
ysis of post-industrial capitalism becomes an instrument with
which to attack capitalism. It becomes an instrument for in-
surrectionalist and revolutionary anarchism in order to direct
one’s attention to what — the men and the things — makes
this project of restructuring of Capitalism possible, and whose
responsibilities are clear.

Today as never before, striking at the root of inequality
means attacking that which makes the unequal distribution of
knowledge possible directly. And that is because, for the first
time, reality itself is knowledge, for the first time Capitalism
is knowledge. Whereas the centres where knowledge was
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ganisational interests or quantitative growth. Anarchists have
no social or organisational identity to defend. Their structures
are always of an informal character so their attack, when it
takes place, is not to defend themselves (or worse still to pro-
pagandise themselves), but to destroy an enemywho is striking
everyone. And it is in this decision to attack that theory and
practice weld together.

An historically unprecedented kind of capitalism is appear-
ing on the horizon. When we hear of neo-liberalism, this is
in fact what is meant. When we hear talk of global dominion,
this is the project that is being referred to, not the old concept
of power, not the old imperialism. It was in the face of this
project and its immense capacity to dominate that real social-
ism collapsed. No such thing would ever have happened in the
context of the old capitalism. There is no longer any need for
the world to be divided into two opposing blocs. The new cap-
italist imperialism is of an administrative kind. Its project is to
manage the world for a small nucleus of included, at the cost
of the great mass of excluded. And with these projects in mind,
all possible means are already being used — the new ones we
have mentioned, along with the old ones, as old as the world,
such as war, repression, barbarity, according to the situation.
In this way, in the former Yugoslavia for example, a ferocious
war is being waged aimed at reducing a people’s capacities as
far as possible. Then there will be an intervention in this situa-
tion of absolute destruction in the form of a little humanitarian
aid which will seem like an enormous amount of help in such
conditions of absolute and total misery.

Think of what the state of countries like the former Yu-
goslavia would be like without the war. A great powder-keg
at the gates of western Europe, on our borders, alongside
the European Community. A powder-keg ready to explode,
social contradictions which no economic intervention would
ever be able to raise to the level of western consumerism.
The only solution was war, the oldest device in the world,
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and that has been applied. American and world imperialism
are intervening in Somalia and Iraq, but there is little doubt
that they will intervene in the former Yugoslavia because the
probability of rebellion in this area must be reduced to zero.
So, old means are being used along with new ones, according
to the situation, according to the economic and social context
involved.

And one of the oldest weapons in the great arsenal of hor-
rors is racism. On the question of racism and all the misdeeds
related to it (neo-nazism, fascism, etc.), let’s look for a moment
at the differentiated development of capitalist restructuring. In
order to understand the problem it is necessary to see how cap-
italist restructuring cannot solve all its problems just by wav-
ing a magic wand. It is faced with many different situations all
over the world, each with various levels of social tension. Now,
these situations of social tension are making what is lurking in
the depths of each one of us rise to the surface, things that
we have always put aside, exorcised. Essential factors such as
racism, nationalism, the fear of the different, the new, Aids, the
homosexual, are all latent impulses in us. Our cultural super-
structure, our revolutionary consciousness, when it puts on its
Sunday clothes, obliterates them, hides them all. Then, when
we take off our Sunday best, all these things start to reappear.
The beast of racism is always present, and Capitalism is always
ready to use it. In situations such as that which exists in Ger-
many where social tensions have developed rapidly over the
past few years, this phenomenon is in constant development.
Capital controls racism and uses certain aspects of it, but it is
also afraid of it in that the overall management of world power
is of a democratic, tolerant and possibilist nature. From the
point of view of utilisation, anything (e.g., ideology, fear) can
exist — it is all part of capital’s project. We cannot say with cer-
tainty that post-industrial capitalism is against racism. We can
see a few of its main characteristics, such as its democratic na-
ture, then suddenly discover that in the context of one specific
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country the same technologically advanced capitalism is using
methods that were used a hundred years ago: racism, persecu-
tion of Jews, nationalism, attacks on cemeteries, the most hate-
ful and abominable things man can devise. Capital is manifold,
its ideology always Machiavellian: it uses both the strength of
the lion and the cunning of the fox.

But the main instrument of capitalism the world over are the
new technologies. We must think about this a little, comrades,
in order to dispel so much confusion. And in doing so we must
also consider the possible use of such technology on our part,
in changed social conditions, in a post-revolutionary situation.
We have already seen how there has been a great qualitative
leap from the old technologies to the new — by new technolo-
gies we mean those based on computers, lasers, the atom, sub-
atomic particles, new materials, human, animal and vegetable
genetic manipulation. These technologies are quite different
from, and have little to do with, the old ones. The latter lim-
ited themselves to transforming material, to modifying reality.
On the contrary, the new technologies have penetrated reality.
They do not simply transform it, they create it, instigating not
just molecular changes, possible molecular transformation, but
above all creating a mental transformation. Think of the use
that is normally made of television. This instrument of com-
munication has got inside us, into our brains. It is modifying
our very capacity to see, to understand reality. It is modifying
relations in time and space. It is modifying the possibility to
step out of ourselves and change reality. In fact, the vast ma-
jority of anarchists do not think it possible to make use of this
assemblage of modern technologies.

I know that there is an ongoing debate about this. However,
this debate is based on a misunderstanding. That is, it is trying
to treat two things that are radically different in the same way.
The old revolutionary dream, let us say of Spanish anarcho-
syndicalism, was that of attacking and defeating power so that
the working class could take over the instruments of produc-
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